
An Architecture for Motion Capture Based AnimationFernando Wagner Serpa Vieira da Silva1;2Luiz Velho1Paulo Roma Cavalcanti2Jonas de Miranda Gomes11IMPA{Instituto de Matem�atica Pura e AplicadaEstrada Dona Castorina, 110,22460 Rio de Janeiro, RJ, Brazilfnando,lvelho,roma,jonasg@visgraf.impa.br2LCG - Laborat�orio de Computa�c~ao Gr�a�ca, COPPE - Sistemas / UFRJ21945-970, Rio de Janeiro, RJ, Brazil, Caixa Postal 68511Abstract. This paper proposes an architecture for motion capture based animation systems,that works with several data formats and uses the building block paradigm for motion processingoperations. Also, a user interface is proposed to perform an intuitive visualization of the animationmain elements. A prototype system has been implemented, based on the presented concepts, andits operation is discussed.keywords: motion capture, computer animation, motion control, animation systems, GUIparadigm.1 IntroductionRecently, the crescent demand for powerful and intu-itive animation systems has led to the developmentof new techniques, giving the animator more versa-tility to build complex animations.The Motion Capture technique provides toolsfor real-time animation, with more realistic resultsthan traditional animation techniques. The wide-spread use of motion capture techniques is in partdue to the low cost of modern capturing systems andalso to the demand of di�erent application areas suchas special e�ects and home entertainment.Although it has been studied since the beginningof the 80's [1] [2], the present utilization of motioncapture is restricted to a direct mapping of animationparameters. In other words, the movements capturedfrom live subjects are mapped directly on a virtualactor, and then the animation is displayed. In spiteof its value, this use is very limited and do not exploitall the potential of the motion capture process.Lately, however, tools for analysis, manipulationand reuse of captured data have been proposed. Thismakes motion libraries more valuable for a wide classof animators.The application of these techniques are unlim-ited, from the development of computer games [4]to the production of computer-generated choreogra-phies.

In this work1, we propose an architecture formotion capture based animation systems. Our goalis to embody a set of tools for analysis, manipulationand reuse of motion captured data, overcoming somelimitations inherent to the process.The architecture was designed to serve as a testbed for new techniques, and also work as a robustconverter between the most popular motion capturedata formats.Section 2 of this paper discusses some techno-logical aspects of motion capture systems, pointingout some limitations of the process. In section 3,we present a method for 3D Euler angle extraction,that is used to generate relative angles. Section 4discusses a classi�cation for motion operations. Insection 5, we present the architecture, together withthe description of a user interface for the system.Section 6 presents a prototype implementation, de-veloped under the methodology of our architecture.Finally, conclusions and future work are given in sec-tion 7.2 BackgroundThere is a large diversity of motion capture hardwareavailable nowadays, from simple mechanic devices tosophisticated optical systems.1Additional info available athttp://www.visgraf.impa.br/Projects/mcaptureAnais do X SIBGRAPI, outubro de 1997 1



An Architecture for Motion Capture Based Animation 2Mechanical systems [5] are composed of poten-tiometers (or sliders) that measure the position ororientation of joints in an object. Its similarity withconventional stop-motion techniques, that are widelyused in movie production, allows a natural migrationof traditional animators, thus increasing the popu-larity of this technique. However, the realism of me-chanically captured motions still depends, in greatpart, on the ability and patience of the animator.Systems based on magnetic technology are prob-ably the most popular ones. Both positional and an-gular data of the joints of a real subject are captured,using a set of sensors that measure the magnetic �eldgenerated by a source. Their main advantage is thepossibility of real-time animation of virtual charac-ters, thus o�ering to the TV industry new possibili-ties in the �eld of virtual sets [6].Some drawbacks of this technology are the sen-sitivity to metals in the capturing area - which intro-duces some noise into the �nal data; the high levelof encumbrance - due to the great number of cablesattached to the actor; and the sampling rate - toolow for fast sport motions.Optical systems are based on high contrast videoimaging of retro-reective markers, that are placedon objects whose motion is being recorded. Thistechnique provides high sampling rates, but the re-corded motion data must be post-processed usingcomputer vision tracking techniques [7].In the tracking process, the centroids of mark-ers are matched in images from pairs of cameras, us-ing a triangulation to compute the positional data ofthese markers in 3D space. This process introducesartifacts (o�sets) into the �nal data. Some disadvan-tages of the optical process are the occlusion of one ormore markers during the capturing session, the lackof angular data, and the sensitivity to backgroundlight and reective objects.Hybrid systems [8], that combine both magneticand optical technologies are being developed, butare not yet commercially available. An interestingcomparison between motion capture systems can befound in [9] and [10].Finally, a problem that arises from the great di-versity of motion capture hardware and technologiesis the great number of motion data formats, whichreduces signi�cantly the compatibility of animationsystems.3 A Method for 3D Euler Angle ExtractionAs discussed before, one of the main disadvantagesof optical systems is that they capture only posi-tional data of joints. Angular data is extremely im-portant because it can be mapped onto a \position-

independent" skeleton hierarchy, giving more free-dom to the animator.In an animation system with motion capture fa-cilities, each joint may have basically two types ofangular data: absolute angles and relative angles.The �rst type is useful to execute a direct visualiza-tion of the captured motion, but positional data isstill necessary for placing the joints in space, at eachframe of the animation.Relative angles are useful to create complex an-imations, allowing an easier modi�cation of motionparameters. The positional information of the �rstframe is used to place the joints in the correct po-sition in space (and also to estimate the length ofthe limbs), and then the animation is driven onlyby the joint angles. For example, a rotation ap-plied to the shoulder joint will propagate to all jointsof its sub-tree, i.e., the elbow and the wrist. Theentire skeleton structure can be moved in space us-ing the positional information of the hips, for exam-ple. Besides, techniques like keyframing and inversekinematics can also be incorporated as new features,since they can be adapted to work in a motion cap-ture environment.To calculate these angles, we developed an algo-rithm based on geometry. Traversing the topologicalstructure of the skeleton, our algorithm calculatesboth absolute and relative angles, for each joint ofthe structure.Absolute angles are obtained by projecting thelinks over the coordinate planes lying on the proxi-mal2 joint. For each plane, the projected vector isthen normalized and its angle with respect to thecurrent axis is calculated (see �gure 1).

Figure 1: absolute angle calculationRelative angles are also retrieved by project-ing the linked structure over the coordinate planes(�gure 2). For each link we calculate a unit vector2The terms proximal and distal will be used to describepositions as \near" and \distant" from the point of origin.Anais do X SIBGRAPI, outubro de 1997



3 F. W. S. V. da Silva, L. Velho, P. R. Cavalcanti, J. de M. Gomesformed by the proximal and distal joints. To avoidambiguity, we established that links are related ina clockwise manner. Using this rule, the projectedlinked structure in �gure 3 will have the appropriateangles, as shown in �gure 4.

Figure 2: linked branch projection over the coordi-nate planes
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Figure 3: rule to avoid ambiguity in relative anglecalculationUsing the previously calculated vectors of thelinks, grouped in pairs, we can calculate the anglebetween them using � = cos�1(������!AiAi�1N � ������!AiAi+1N)(see �gure 4).
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Figure 4: grouped vectors disposition and angle ex-traction

However, in some cases, the desired angle is not�, but � = 360� � � (in �gure 3, angle number 3).This case is expected and occurs when the link angleis greater than 180�. To solve this problem, we use asimple and fast criteria to know whether a point is onthe left side of an oriented segment or not. If a pointc is on the left of the segment determined by (a; b),the triple (a; b; c) forms a counterclockwise circuit(�gure 5). Then an area based algorithm [11] returnsthe signed area determined by a; b and c, i.e., positiveif counterclockwise, and negative if clockwise.
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Figure 5: point c is on the left of the segment ab if(a; b; c) forms a counterclockwise circuitUsing this \leftness" criteria we are able to cal-culate the correct angles of the linked structure: ifthe triple (Ai�1; Ai; Ai+1) has a negative area, thenwe take � = 360� � �, and the process continues,for each triple until reaching the end-e�ector 3 of thelinked branch.Finally, the dimensions of actor's limbs are alsoestimated, measuring the 3D distance between theproximal and distal joints of each link.This procedure is used as a pre-process for mo-tion captured data from optical systems.4 A Classi�cation for Motion OperationsWe can make an analogy between our system anda CSG modeling system, where basic primitives (inour case, the motions) are combined through opera-tions like union, intersection and di�erence. In ourparadigm, however, the (motion) operations are �l-tering, blending and concatenation. They can beclassi�ed in three types: unary, binary and n-ary.Unary operations have one motion as operand,and are useful to modify special parameters ofthe motion (e.g., a �ltering operation over selectedjoints) or even to modify the entire motion (e.g.,warping the motion curves [17]).3The term end-e�ector is often used in robotics, referringto the last joint of an articulated chain.Anais do X SIBGRAPI, outubro de 1997



An Architecture for Motion Capture Based Animation 4Binary operations have two operands, and itsmain purpose is to join or group di�erent motions,creating a longer one. Examples of binary operationsare concatenation, cycli�cation [18] and transition.Note that although concatenation may be applied toseveral motions in sequence, it can be carried outlocally as an operation between two motions.Binary operations have many interesting appli-cations, from computer �ght games to virtual realitycooperative environments [19].The last type of motion operations, n-ary, dealswith two or more operands. Motions can be to-tally or partially blended, generating new interestingtypes of movements. In the case of partial blendingof two motions, one can choose to apply a walk mo-tion to the legs and hips of a skeleton, while lettingthe torso and arms execute a dance motion.We can also group the existing motion opera-tions in three types, according to the method of mod-i�cation and / or combination they perform in theiroperands. They are:� FilteringFiltering operations can be applied to the jointcurves of a motion to reduce noise, producingsmoother results.In [12], Williams use a multiresolution �lter-ing method to decompose the motion into frequencybands. He showed that high-frequencies contain thedetails of the motion, whereas low-frequencies con-tain general, gross motion patterns. In a practicalexample a walk motion was processed, extracting abasic \walking" factor and a \qualitative" factor, likebrisk.It seems that most digital �ltering techniquesare suitable to use with captured motion data.� ConcatenationConcatenation operations can be used to cre-ate longer animations. Smooth changes between dif-ferent motions are achieved through interpolation ofend of the �rst motion with the beginning of the sec-ond motion.Direct concatenation can be used as well, but fornon-cyclic4 motions it will generate a discontinuityat the transition.Transitions between motions are made interpo-lating the joint curves parameters over an interpola-tion interval. In [18], an approach using spacetimeconstraints and inverse kinematics was used, gener-ating seamless and dynamically plausible transitionsbetween motion segments.4Perfect cyclic motions are almost impossible in capturedmotions, due to measurement errors and normal human vari-ation in the capture process.

� BlendingBlending operations are normally used to com-bine special characteristics of di�erent motions. Forexample, two kinds of walk motion may be combinedto produce a new one, blending the joint curves ofboth motions. Using this approach, it is possible tocreate a whole family of di�erent motions, just vary-ing the blend factor between the curves.In blending operations, there must be special at-tention to motion synchronization and reparametri-zation. Synchronization between motions can beachieved using time-markers, which act as kine-matic constraints, matching important events inboth motions that will be combined and perform-ing reparametrizations when needed. Without thesetools, motion blending is useless.Note that concatenation can be interpreted asa particular case of blending where little or no over-lapping occurs.5 The Proposed ArchitectureThe motivation of the proposed architecture includesthree main objectives:� to provide a set of tools for motion manipulationand analysis.� to allow the production of high-quality complexanimations, using reusable motion libraries.� to compensate technological limitations of mo-tion capture hardware.The framework is composed of basic modules:input, processing and output, each one responsiblefor a speci�c set of tasks (�gure 6). These modulesare supported by a graphical user interface.
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5 F. W. S. V. da Silva, L. Velho, P. R. Cavalcanti, J. de M. GomesThe actor is treated as a skeleton. Its topologyis represented by a graph formed by joints and links.Its geometry is represented by series of connectedlimbs. This description is adequate to be used ina motion capture animation system, since it reectsthe structure of an articulated �gure. For data ac-quisition, markers are attached at the joints of a liveperformer (the real actor).At the programming level, the actor is repre-sented using a modi�ed version of Zeltzer's APJ (Ax-is Position Joint) structure [13], adapted to workwith motion captured data.Motions are best represented as curves in time.Normally, the captured data consists of marker's po-sitional and / or angular variation, sampled by thecapture hardware during the number of frames re-quired to complete the actor's performance. Thisdescription is used for each degree of freedom (DOF)of the actor.5.1 Input ModuleThis module focuses on problems concerning the in-terpretation and pre-processing of motion data.The �rst step before loading a motion �le isto specify the skeleton where the motion will bemapped. Because there are several �le formats avail-able, there must be a way to de�ne di�erent skele-tons, each one appropriated to receive the data froma speci�c motion capture �le format.To maintain compatibility, we created skeletonde�nition �les (SDF ), that relates di�erent �le for-mats with the internal default skeleton de�nition.In other words, the default skeleton description pro-vided in the architecture change its state, accordingto the incoming motion data format.Sometimes, the input data will have missing in-formation. This usually happens in optical systems,when the cameras cannot track one or more markersdue to occlusion. In this case, linear interpolationcan \�ll the hole", but the best approach is to useprediction �lters5, with biomechanical constraints, tocompute the joint behavior in the \hole" region.5.2 Processing ModuleThis module comprises the set of tools for motionanalysis, manipulation and reuse. These tools weredescribed in section 4.The goal is to provide e�cient ways to modifythe original captured data, generating new classesof motions that inherit the aliveness and complex-ity typical to the capture process. Moreover, this5Personal communication, Lance Williams, Apple Com-puter, 1996.
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Figure 7: input module frameworkmodule was designed to allow the integration of newmotion processing techniques, therefore being exten-sible, as shown in �gure 8.
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An Architecture for Motion Capture Based Animation 6ers arrangement or number. In this case, skeletonconversions are plausible, yet not always possible.One alternative is to specify a universal dataformat that accepts most existing features of pro-fessional systems. In that way, motion libraries areeasier to be maintained. They can be improved withnew di�erent motions, coming from various sources.It is also necessary that the processed animationcould be rendered frame by frame using the system,or even piped to professional rendering systems, likeRenderMan [21] and PovRay [14].
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to diskFigure 9: output module framework5.4 Interface ModuleOne major problem on most animation systems isthat they do not provide a concise description ofbasic entities, operations and concepts. The func-tionality of our architecture would be limited by aconventional user interface.To complete the architecture description, we in-troduce an interface that represents the basic struc-ture presented in the previous sub-sections. This in-terface is part of the prototype system, that will bedescribed in section 6.We decided to adopt an interface paradigm usedin post-production video workstations [15]. Motionsare represented by a horizontal bar, using a frameruler associated with it. This visual descriptiongives a precise spatial and temporal perception ofthe movement.The user interface is composed of various graphi-cal objects that are organized in panels and representhigher level operations. For a more detailed descrip-tion of the interface paradigm used in the prototypesystem, please refer to [3].6 The Prototype SystemIn this section we present a prototype system, imple-mented according to the proposed architecture.

This system works with motion captured data,using the processing module to create new motions,expanding the existing library.Special attention was given to the system's GUI,which uses a dynamic approach, with several win-dows sharing information at di�erent levels. Theprogram is controlled by a loop that change the in-terface contents according to user interaction.In this system, work with motions is straight-forward: the user can select several motions from aexisting library, and put them in a scratchpad. Witha few commands, the user is able to apply di�er-ent motion operations, with all necessary informa-tion available within his visual �eld.Initially, the set of operations consists of �lter-ing, concatenation, blending and transition. One ofthe main objectives of the system is to continuouslyintegrate new motion tools, expanding the anima-tor's possibilities and creating new motions with theexisting tools. In that way, motion selection, crop-ping, cut and other higher level operations can beadded to the initial set.Figure 10 shows a snapshot of a typical sys-tem usage. Note the interface objects that representthe motion curves as a sampled signal ( 1 ), and theskeleton graph description ( 2 ).Window 3 shows the Motion ScratchPad, agraphical object created to help user interactionwith the system. Acting as a motion organizer, theScratchPad provides useful information and a globalperception of the motions placed on it.Motion operations also have their own graphicalobjects. For example, window 4 shows a concate-nation operation between several motions.The playback of animations is executed in win-dow 5 . A control panel is integrated with it, provid-ing controls for interactive playback as used in videorecorders.6.1 Implementation IssuesThe architecture and prototype system presented inthis work were implemented in the programming lan-guage C, using a SGI Indigo 2 graphic workstation asthe base platform. We employed OpenGL for render-ing and XForms [20] for the basic GUI generation.The advanced GUI objects were designed and im-plemented separately, and then added to the formslibrary.Due to OpenGL's rendering facilities and tothe dynamic interface control used in the system,a real-time frame rate is achieved during the play-back of animations (about 15 frames/sec in a SGIIndigo 2). The prototype system was also tested inAnais do X SIBGRAPI, outubro de 1997



7 F. W. S. V. da Silva, L. Velho, P. R. Cavalcanti, J. de M. Gomes

Figure 10: Snapshot of the prototype system.the Linux and RISC 6000 platforms, also with goodframe rates.7 Conclusions and Future WorkThis paper presented an architecture for motion cap-ture based animation systems. Using the buildingblock paradigm, motions can be combined or modi-�ed to create new motions and longer animations.The architecture deals with some technologicalproblems inherent to the capture process, providingvarious animation tools. Also, a GUI was proposedto o�er a conceptually correct visualization of theanimation elements.A prototype system was built, based on the pro-posed architecture and interface, with promising re-sults that encourage us to improve it.7.1 Future WorkWe plan to expand the exibility or our system. Fu-ture work include:� insertion of keyframing and inverse kinematicsmodules, improving system's exibility.� combine motion capture with procedural anima-tion [22] and behavioral animation [23] [25]. In

the �rst case, captured motions could act as aguide for procedural objects. In the second case,the behavioral functions could control the pro-cessing module, combining and modifying cap-tured motions to improve the visual quality ofthe animation.� combine motion capture with sound. In thiscase, the time-markers could be useful to syn-chronize the key moments in the motion withthe temporal description of the sound.� implementation of other advanced motion oper-ations ([12], [18], [17]), comparing their resultsand extracting conclusions and suggestions forimprovements and / or new techniques.8 AcknowledgementsThe authors would like to thank Viewpoint Datal-abs, Inc. and Biovision, Inc. for access to motioncapture data, and to the Brazilian Council for Scien-ti�c and Technological development (CNPq) for the�nancial support. This research has been developedin the laboratory of VISGRAF project at IMPA andat LCG/UFRJ, as part of the Master programee ofthe �rst author. This project is sponsored by CNPq,Anais do X SIBGRAPI, outubro de 1997
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